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A unified algorithm for combination and correction that is amenable for
use with imaging applications is shown below. It has many similarities with
the randomise algorithm (Winkler et al., 2014), with various modifications
to accommodate combination and correction. The p-values adjusted for the
multiplicity of tests are computed using the distribution of the extremum
statistic, which can be collapsed across modalities and/or designs and con-
trasts for each case, rendering the algorithm simpler. The notation below is
slightly different than that used throughout the paper. The inputs are:

– Y: The input data for each of the K modalities and image points. Each
column vector of N observations for the k-th modality is accessed as
Y[k,v], where v = [x, y, z] is used to specify the point position in space;
this is so without loss of generality for non-imaging data.

– X : The set of design matrices X.

– {CX}: The set of sets of contrasts for each design matrix X. Each element
of each subset is a pair of multivariate contrasts (C,D). This definition
allows each design to be tested with multiple such pairs of contrasts, and
allows various designs to be tested with the same input data.

– B: Definition of multi-level exchangeability blocks, used to define valid
shufflings that respect the data structure (Winkler et al., 2015).

– V: Definition of the variance groups, useful to compute statistics that are
robust to heteroscedasticity.

– ee, ise: Boolean flags (true/false) indicating whether errors can be treated
as exchangeable (ee), allowing permutations, independent and symmetric
(ise), allowing sign-flippings, or both.

– J : Number of permutations to be performed.
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– npcmod, npccon: Boolean indicating whether combination should be
performed respectively across modalities, across designs and contrasts, or
both.

– fwemod, fwecon: Boolean indicating whether familywise error rate cor-
rection should be performed respectively across modalities, across designs
and contrasts, or both.

The output of interest is the p-value. For simplicity, as shown, the output
is always fwer-adjusted across the image points indexed by v, and for
the non-combined, further adjusted based on the contrasts and modalities;
these are shown in the algorithm topped by a tilde, that is, as “p̃-value”, as
opposed to simply “p-value”. Also for simplicity, p-values for combination
of modalities are not shown adjusted for multiple contrasts, nor vice-versa.
These can also be obtained following the same logic used for the fwer-
adjustment of the non-combined statistics. Uncorrected p-values, useful for
correction using false discovery rate (fdr, Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995)
can be obtained with trivial modifications.

Algorithm 1: Unified algorithm. See the main text for details.

Require: Y,X , {CX},B,V,ee, ise, J,npcmod,npccon, fwemod, fwecon.
1: P ← sync perms(X , {CX},B,ee, ise, J − 1) . Define the permutation set.
2: P ← {I,P} . Ensure first permutation is no permutation.
3: for j = 1, . . . , J do . For each shuffling.
4: c← 1 . Counter for the number of designs and contrasts.
5: for all X ∈ X do . For each design matrix.
6: for all (C,D) ∈ CX do . For each pair of contrasts.
7: Y ← YD . Redefine the data, discard D.
8: X∗ ← PjX . Shuffle the model.
9: for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} do . For each partial test.

10: for all v do . For each image point.
11: β̂ ← (X∗)+Y[k,v] . Estimated regression coefficients.
12: Ê← Y[k,v]−X∗β̂ . Estimation residuals.
13: G← pivotal(X∗, β̂, ε̂,C,V) . Test statistic.
14: U[j, k, c,v]← transform(G) . Transform to u-value.
15: if j = 1 then . In the first permutation (no permutation).
16: U0[k, c,v]← U[1, k, c,v] . Keep the unpermuted u-value.
17: end if
18: end for
19: Ue[j, k, c]← extremum(U[j, k, c, ·]) . Extremum across space.
20: end for
21: c← c + 1 . Increment counter for the number of designs and contrasts.
22: end for
23: end for
24: C ← c . Keep the total number of designs and contrasts for later use.
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25: if npcmod ∧ ¬ npccon then . Combine modalities only.
26: for all c ∈ {1, . . . , C} do . For each design/contrast.
27: for all v do . For each image point.
28: T[c,v]← combine(U[j, ·, c,v]) . Combined statistic.
29: end for
30: Te[j, c]← extremum(T[c, ·]) . Distribution of the extrema across tests.
31: end for
32: else if npccon ∧ ¬ npcmod then . Combine designs/contrasts only.
33: for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} do . For each design/contrast.
34: for all v do . For each image point.
35: T[k,v]← combine(U[j, k, ·,v]) . Combined statistic.
36: end for
37: Te[j, k]← extremum(T[k, ·]) . Distribution of the extrema across tests.
38: end for
39: else if npcmod ∧ npccon then . Combine modalities & designs/contrasts.
40: for all v do . For each image point.
41: T[v]← combine(U[j, ·, ·,v]) . Combined statistic.
42: end for
43: Te[j]← extremum(T[·]) . Distribution of the extrema across tests.
44: end if
45: if j = 1 then . In the first permutation (no permutation).
46: T0 ← T . Keep the unpermuted combined statistic.
47: end if
48: end for
49: if npcmod ∧ ¬ npccon then . Combine modalities only.
50: for all c ∈ {1, . . . , C} do . For each design/contrast.
51: for all v do . For each image point.
52: p-value[c,v]← data pval(T0[c,v],Te[·, c]) . Combined p-value.
53: end for
54: end for
55: else if npccon ∧ ¬ npcmod then . Combine designs/contrasts only.
56: for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} do . For each design/contrast.
57: for all v do . For each image point.
58: p-value[k,v]← data pval(T0[k,v],Te[·, k]) . Combined p-value.
59: end for
60: end for
61: else if npcmod ∧ npccon then . Combine modalities & designs/contrasts.
62: for all v do . For each image point.
63: p-value[v]← data pval(T0[v],Te[·]) . Combined p-value.
64: end for
65: end if
66: if fwemod ∧ ¬ fwecon then . Correct over modalities only.
67: for all c ∈ {1, . . . , C} do . For each design/contrast.
68: for all j ∈ {1, . . . , J} do . For each shuffling.
69: U′e[j, c]← extremum(Ue[j, ·, c]) . Distribution of the extrema.
70: end for
71: for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} do . For each modality.
72: for all v do . For each image point.
73: p̃-value[k, c,v]← data pval(U0[k, c,v],U′e[·, c]) . Adjusted p-value.
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74: end for
75: end for
76: end for
77: else if fwecon ∧ ¬ fwemod then . Correct over designs/contrasts only.
78: for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} do . For each modality.
79: for all j ∈ {1, . . . , J} do . For each shuffling.
80: U′e[j, k]← extremum(Ue[j, k, ·]) . Distribution of the extrema.
81: end for
82: for all c ∈ {1, . . . , C} do . For each design/contrast.
83: for all v do . For each image point.
84: p̃-value[k, c,v]← data pval(U0[k, c,v],U′e[·, k]) . Adjusted p-value.
85: end for
86: end for
87: end for
88: else if fwemod ∧ fwecon then . Correct over modalities & des./contr.
89: for all j ∈ {1, . . . , J} do . For each shuffling.
90: U′e[j]← extremum(Ue[j, ·, ·]) . Distribution of the extrema.
91: end for
92: for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} do . For each modality.
93: for all c ∈ {1, . . . , C} do . For each design/contrast.
94: for all v do . For each image point.
95: p̃-value[k, c,v]← data pval(U0[k, c,v],U′e[·]) . Adjusted p-value.
96: end for
97: end for
98: end for
99: end if

Within the algorithm, the functions are:

– sync perms: This function produces a set P of permutation and/or sign
flipping matrices that can be performed sychronously to test a joint null
hypotheses about the input data. The synchronisation is always neces-
sary to allow combination/correction over modalities, and it may also be
necessary across multiple designs and/or contrasts if these are to be com-
bined/corrected as well. If synchronisation is not necessary for designs
and/or contrasts, the algorithm can be modified so that P can be defined
inside the for-loops that iterate over designs and contrasts.

– transform: This converts the test statistic into a u-value, thus rendering
the npc method feasible for imaging applications. If no combination is to
be performed, the algorithm can be modified to skip this step and work
directly with the test statistic.

– extremum: For statistics in which larger values are evidence against the
null hypothesis, this function takes the maximum. For statistics in which
smaller values are indication against the null, this takes the minimum. In
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either case, it is always the most extreme towards evidence favouring the
alternative. This function effectively implements a ctp using an iut.

– combine: This combines the inputs (p- or u-values) into a new, combined
statistic. Any of the combining functions from Table 1 (in the main text)
can be considered. For the method of Tippett, combine and extremum
are the same.

– data pval : This function produces a p-value based on a set of empirical
values for the test statistic after shuffling. This works by computing the
fraction of the test statistics after shuffling that is larger or equal than
the unpermuted test statistic, while taking care of ties.

The algorithm has four major parts: the first consists of the loop that
begins in line 5 of the pseudocode above, and which consists of a simplified
version of the randomise algorithm. The second begins with the conditional
structure in line 27, which performs the combination and computes distri-
bution of the extremum statistics for each case of npc, thus also treating
the mtp-i. These initial two parts are repeated for each shuffling, in the
loop that begins in line 3. The third part begins with the conditional in
line 51, that is, once all rearrangements have been performed; in this part,
the distributions are used to compute the combined p-values. Finally, the
fourth part begins with the conditional in line 68, in which the mtp-ii is
addressed.

As shown, the algorithm is simplified so as to emphasise the most im-
portant aspects of combination and correction. However, various modifica-
tions and improvements can be applied for particular circumstances, and for
speed, including the partitioning discussed in the Appendix A of Winkler
et al. (2014). An open-source working implementation, that can be executed
in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., 2013) or Octave (Eaton et al., 2014), is
available in the tool Permutation Analysis of Linear Models (palm), avail-
able for download at www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl.
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